Unlike equilibrium atomic solids, biofilms -soft solids composed of bacterial cells -do not experience significant thermal fluctuations at the constituent level. However, living cells stochastically reproduce and die, provoking a mechanical response. We investigate the mechanical consequences of cellular death and reproduction by measuring surface-height fluctuations of biofilms containing two mutually antagonistic strains of Vibrio cholerae that kill one another on contact via the Type VI Secretion System. While studies of active matter typically focus on activity via constituent mobility, here, activity is mediated by reproduction and death events in otherwise immobilized cells. Biofilm surface topography is measured in the nearly homeostatic limit via white light interferometry. Although biofilms are far from equilibrium systems, measured surface height fluctuation spectra resemble the spectra of thermal permeable membranes, but with an activity-mediated effective temperature, as predicted by Risler, et al. [1] . By comparing the activity of killer strains of V. cholerae with that of genetically modified strains that cannot kill each other, and validating with individual based simulations, we demonstrate that extracted effective temperatures increase with the amount of death and reproduction, and that death and reproduction can fluidize biofilms. Together, these observations demonstrate the unique physical consequences of activity mediated by death and reproduction events.
that nonequilibrium statistical physics can play in the behavior of biological solids, wherein constituent death is unavoidable. However, controlled experiments probing this phenomenon remain elusive, as it is difficult to tune cell reproduction and death rates without inadvertently changing other cellular processes. Further, such effects can be obscured or mitigated by the presence of the extracellular matrix [13] , and very high out-of-plane resolution is required to compare experiments with theoretical predictions (cf. SI §10).
Bacterial biofilms represent a natural model system to experimentally investigate the effects of fluctuations in constituent number. Due to their overwhelming prevalence, as well as ecological, medical and environmental impact [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , these densely packed, surface-attached communities have been the subject of many experimental and theoretical works focusing on their mechanical properties [13] [24] [25] [26] . Here, biofilms function as soft solids wherein cells act as building blocks, much like atoms or colloidal particles. However, unlike non-living matter, bacteria can reproduce and die; as a result, constituent number is not strictly conserved. Further, genetic manipulation of many bacteria -e.g., Vibrio cholerae -is quite advanced, permitting the construction of strains for carefully controlled experiments. Much as colloidal particles act as chemically modifiable model atoms, these bacteria can serve as genetically modifiable model "active atoms."
To elucidate the role that cell death and reproduction play in the structure and mechanics of biofilms, we use Vibrio cholerae; the amenability of V.cholerae to genetic manipulation makes it well-suited for use as a model system. We utilize two newly constructed isogenic 'mutual killer' strains of V. cholerae (SN306 and SN316) which differ only in the toxic effector used to kill the other strain. We also study genetically modified 'nonkiller' strains (SN311 and SN318) which cannot kill, but are otherwise identical to the mutual killers [27] [28] . All four strains are genetically modified to have no extracellular matrix production (i.e., they are EPS-) [29] , resulting in biofilms that lack internal voids, and have structures resembling stacks of cells sitting on an agar surface (see SI §6 for more details). The derivative strains are also engineered to express either the mKO orange fluorescent protein (SN306 and SN311) or the teal fluorescent protein (SN316 and SN318) for microscopy. The transverse size of the biofilm is measured with nanometer precision out-of-plane with white light interferometry (ZYGO NewView 8300). Height spatial correlation functions are calculated, and found to be consistent with predictions by Risler, et al., [1] , permitting us to extract activity-mediated effective temperatures. We find that contact killing increases the average effective temperature by a factor of ~17.7. By experimentally measuring the motion of tracer beads, and simulating the motion of cells in biofilms, we observe that biofilms without killing experience a long-lived jammed state, whereas with killing, biofilms are rapidly fluidized [10] [11] [12] . Individual-based simulations demonstrate that cell death significantly mobilizes cells, even at distances many cell-lengths away from killing events. Thus, activity via changes in constituent number significantly alters the properties of active solids in a way that would not be possible with nonliving solids, or living solids whose activity is derived from constituent mobility.
To investigate the role of death-and reproduction-mediated activity, we prepare biofilms with varying levels of activity. We deposit 1μL of inoculum containing about 8 x 10 5 cells directly onto a nutrient-rich lysogeny broth agar gel; biofilms then grow at the solid-air interface. Inocula were prepared from overnight shaking cultures and contained the two mutually antagonistic V. cholerae strains in ratios of 1:1.4; nonkillers were inoculated at a ratio of 1:1.4 as well (see SI §1 for more details). The mutual killer strains kill each other on contact via the Type VI Secretion System (T6SS), a microbial warfare mechanism by which bacteria can selectively kill neighboring competitors by injecting them with toxic effectors delivered via a protein spike [30] . The nonkiller strains are identical to the mutual killer strains except they lack an enzyme essential for assembly of the T6SS spike. Each biofilm colony was then incubated at 37˚C for 24 hours. We incubated 18 samples each for mutual killer and nonkiller strains, on 4 separate agar plates. The resulting biofilms are shaped like spherical caps with a concave, slightly ellipsoidal dimple ( Fig. 1a ), which arises from the coffee ring-derived density profile at inoculation. After incubation, we measured the surface height profiles within the center of each colony's "homeland"-i.e., the disk whose boundary is defined by the initial inoculation ring-with a ZYGO NewView 8000 interferometer. To focus on local fluctuations in height, rather than the macroscopic shape, an ellipsoidal background was fit to and subtracted from each of the measured surfaces ( Fig. 1 ) (see SI §3). To directly compare to surface fluctuation predictions [1] , we calculate the real part of the Fourier transform of the height correlation function. Specifically, the leading term of this Fourier transform is predicted, in the low-q limit, to be , where is Boltzmann's constant, is the surface tension, the bending rigidity, and q the wavenumber. Independent mechanical measurements performed as described in [31] show = .023 ± .004 N m -1 and = 3.4 ± 0.5 x 10 -11 Pa m 3 uniformly across samples (for more information, see SI §2). All examined samples exhibit a q -2 regime at small q. Note that this functional form of C(q) is predicted to hold in the low-wavenumber regime (qH << 1; for our biofilms, H = 45.0 ± 7.5 microns) [1] ; interestingly, we find that it accurately describes the data up to larger q values than expected (see SI § §8-9). Next, we extract an effective temperature for each of the profiled biofilms ( Fig. 2b , see SI § §7-8 for details). Because the nonkiller strains cannot kill, those samples establish a baseline level of activity-and thus a baseline effective temperature-against which the mutual killer samples were compared. For mutual killer biofilms, T eff = 7.83 4.99 × 10 K, while for nonkiller biofilms T eff = 4.43 2.64 × 10 K, (temperatures reported with standard deviation; a one-tailed t-test shows that samples with killing are significantly different than those without [p = 1.75 x 10 -4 ]).
To corroborate our measurements of T eff , we compare to a zero-free-parameter estimate. To leading order, , , where is Boltzmann's constant, is the bulk viscosity, r the reproduction rate, and the number density [1] . Independent measurements of these parameters (cf. SI §2) place the predicted T eff in line with the correlation functions extracted by surface metrology for mutual killer biofilms ( Fig. 2a ). While the agreement between this estimate and our data is quite good, that they are of the same order of magnitude suggests that this model [1] has included the most relevant interactions and parameters.
The agreement between these results and the model in [1] is surprising, in part because of differences in the source and distribution of cell death. While Risler, et al. [1] model random death in tissues, here, killing only occurs at interfaces between the two bacterial strains (cf. SI §5). To understand how contact killing at interfaces affects individual cells, we developed an individual based model of the biofilm [32] (see SI §11 for more details). The model is a physically-motivated, biologically minimal framework that focuses on the active matter aspects of biological solids. Member cells interact mechanically as repelling, elastic spheres embedded in a viscous medium as described in [33] . Cells undergo growth, division, and death but are otherwise biologically inert. Death can be induced by inter-strain contact killing or can occur naturally. These simulations recapitulate the qualitative and quantitative results of the experiments. Simulating biofilms with high levels of contact killing produces surface topographies that appear qualitatively similar to mutual killer biofilms (see SI §4), while simulating biofilms very low levels of killing produces surface topographies that appear qualitatively similar to nonkiller biofilms (see SI §4). Amplitudes of extracted correlation functions vary with killing rate, as expected [1] (see SI §9).
We next investigated the dynamics of individual cells via simulations with no death, simulations with random cell death, and simulations of mutual killers with random cell death (Fig. 3c ). In each case, we measure the mean-squared displacement ∆ ∆ ∑ ∆ , where represents the th coordinate of cell , ∆ is the lag time, the sum ∑ extends over all coordinates , indicates an average over different cells, and ∆ is the mean-squared displacement (Fig. 3a) . Cells in simulations absent death have flat ∆ curves, indicating that cells remain caged by their neighbors in a long-lived jammed state. Cells in simulations with random cell death have ∆ curves that are initially flat before an upturn to a linear increase in ∆ versus ∆ . This indicates that while cells are caged over short time periods, they eventually break their cages and move diffusively, as suggested in previous theoretical works [2] [3] [4] [5] [10] [11] . "Mutual killer" cells (i.e. cells that experience random death and engage in killing) have ∆ curves that are similar to the random death ∆ curves, suggesting that contact killing fluidizes biofilms in a manner similar to random cell death (Figs. 3a and b) [12] .
FIG. 3: a.
A log-log plot of the mean-squared displacement (measured in cell diameters 2 ) of cells in simulated biofilms with no death, with only random death, and with both random death and killing (cf. mutual killer biofilms). Nonkiller biofilms have a low level of cell death, but do not exactly correspond to any of the three presented curves. The addition of intercellular killing significantly mobilizes the cells inside the biofilm, fluidizing it. b. A log-log plot of average cellular mean-squared displacements for bins of cells at various distances from killing interfaces. Closer to these interfaces, cells are significantly more mobile. c. A simulated mutual killer biofilm with the two mutual killer strains shown in different colors. See Fig. S2 for comparative relief maps of simulated biofilms with low killing and high killing in the style of Fig. 2c .
To investigate how contact killing affects cells that are not at the interface between strains, we simulated biofilms with intercellular killing only (no random death) at a single killing interface and measured ∆ curves for cells at different distances from that interface (Fig. 3b ). We find that the ∆ grows linearly with ∆ for cells at any distance from the interface, though the upturn in the ∆ from caged to diffusive occurs at longer values of ∆ for cells farther from the interface. It may initially appear surprising that death localized at an interface can dramatically affect cell mobility far from the interface. However, this is consistent with the predictions of [1] [10] [34] ; apoptosis and reproduction are intrinsically local, and yet they can hold mechanical consequences over long distances.
Unfortunately, individual cells cannot be directly imaged in our experiments. Thus, to provide an experimentally testable measure of biofilm fluidization from death and reproduction, we simulate biofilms with tracer beads, which do not reproduce, kill, or die. We also only allow reproduction to occur within a distance of 5% of the total biofilm height from the bottom layer of the biofilm [35] (see SI §12 for more details). This better replicates the behavior of biofilms grown on agar, where nutrients come from below, permitting us to generate testable qualitative predictions. We observe that simulating contact killing or random death causes tracer beads to move up towards the biofilm's top surface over time, and that higher rates of death and reproduction cause the beads to move to the top surface faster. There is no net upward movement of tracer beads in control simulations of nonkillers absent death.
To experimentally test this prediction, we insert 1-micron diameter tracer beads (Bangs Labs) into biofilms and image their locations 13 hours and 26 hours after inoculation (see SI §13 for more information). Specifically, we measured the fraction of beads that are in the top third of the biofilm, i.e., the fraction of beads that are within 15 microns of the top biofilm surface. For nonkiller biofilms, the fraction of beads near the surface increased from .19 ± .04 to .29 ± .08.
Remarkably, for mutual killer biofilms, the fraction of beads near the surface increased from .25 ± .05 to .91 ± .14. The bead distributions are statistically similar at 13 hours (two-tailed t-test, p = .327), whereas at 26 hours, the bead distributions are significantly different (two-tailed t-test, p = .006). Thus, the tracer beads in the mutual killer biofilms are much more mobile than the tracer beads in the nonkiller biofilms ( Fig. 4) . The presence of a quantitative relationship between surface topography and cell death opens new avenues for studying both physical and biological properties of biofilms. Just as measuring fluctuations in equilibrium materials permits the calculation of mechanical response functions [38] , mechanical and structural measurements of biofilms and tissues can be used to infer death and reproduction rates -quantities that are difficult to measure in densely packed cellular solids. However, further work is necessary to ascertain if the approach employed here would work in biofilms with substantial viscoelastic extracellular matrix secretions [39] . Further, along with other recent results [40] [41] [42] , the observations reported here support the idea that death and reproduction have a fluidizing effect [ [12] , and suggest that a statistical description of biofilms, rooted in the extension of concepts from equilibrium statistical mechanics [43] [44] [45] , may yet play a large role in explaining complex microbial communities. Finally, it is surprising that the biofilms studied here exhibit an apparent universality in surface fluctuation spectra with thermal permeable membranes, as well as nonequilibrium tissues [1] , despite many differences in these systems.
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